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ABSTRACT

There is a wide interest in designing peptides able
to bind to a specific region of a protein with the aim
of interfering with a known interaction or as starting
point for the design of inhibitors. Here we describe
PepComposer, a new pipeline for the computational
design of peptides binding to a given protein sur-
face. PepComposer only requires the target protein
structure and an approximate definition of the bind-
ing site as input. We first retrieve a set of peptide
backbone scaffolds from monomeric proteins that
harbor the same backbone arrangement as the bind-
ing site of the protein of interest. Next, we design
optimal sequences for the identified peptide scaf-
folds. The method is fully automatic and available as
a web server at http://biocomputing.it/pepcomposer/
webserver.

INTRODUCTION

Protein–peptide interactions are important mediators of
many cellular processes, constituting a major component
of protein–protein interaction (PPI) networks where they
are estimated to account for about 40% of the interaction
events (1). Hence they are critical elements in our under-
standing of biological systems, giving insights on how pro-
tein complexes and networks operate and how we can mod-
ulate them (2).

Comprehensive structural studies and collections of
protein–peptide complexes have highlighted relevant fea-
tures of their architecture and mode of binding (3–6).
Compared to other type of protein interactions, i.e. PPI,
protein–peptide interactions show some peculiarities: their
interface is better packed and enriched of main-chain hy-
drogen bonds (5). Few peptide residues, ‘hot-spots’, con-
tribute most of the binding energy and, in addition to
the high frequency of aromatic residues as observed in
PPI ‘hot-spots’, the peptide ones tend to be enriched in

leucines and isoleucines. Furthermore, it has been shown
that protein–peptide interactions often adopt the same
structural arrangement observed between different regions
of monomeric proteins (3).

These evidences suggest that rational design strategies,
which have been successfully applied to specific protein fam-
ilies or domains (7–10), can be generally applicable. At
present, however, automated computational methods able
to perform all the necessary steps to design peptides binding
to a given protein without requiring either the knowledge
of the structure of a protein complex or some information
about the peptide to be designed are still lacking (11–13).

Structure-based strategies often use peptide fragments or
interaction motifs derived from either protein–protein or
protein–peptide complexes (11). A recent implementation
of this approach is the PiPreD software (13). The method
relies on the availability of a protein complex where the an-
chor residues, defined as those mediating the interaction
with the protein of interest, are used to guide the sampling
and modeling of peptides derived from a database of com-
plex fragments.

De novo design methods attempt to design the peptide
without any prior information about its sequence or struc-
ture. The FlexPepDock ab initio protocol (12) of the Rosetta
modeling suite (14), given an initial model of the peptide–
protein complex, performs a Monte-Carlo simulation for
de novo folding and docking of the peptide to the protein
surface. The pepspec method (15), another example of de
novo design method, does not use information on the com-
plex structure but requires at least an approximate position
of one peptide residue in the binding pocket. The ‘in silico
panning’ method (16) uses the target protein structure to
generate peptides that are subsequently evolved using the
docking energy as fitness function. VitAL (17) first identifies
the binding site using a coarse grained Gaussian Network
Model and subsequently generates all possible amino acid
sequences and calculates the binding energies between these
pairs and the specific location on the protein. Another re-
cently developed strategy (18) performs simultaneous sam-
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pling of peptide sequences and conformational space to es-
timate the relative free energies of the designed peptides.

By and large, methods using information from known
protein–protein or protein–peptide complex structures have
been shown so far to be the most successful, leading in some
cases to the development of potent inhibitors and drugs
(19–21). However, if no information is available about a
complex of the target protein with a protein or a peptide,
one has to recur to de novo design methods and therefore
needs to select an appropriate backbone and optimize its
relative orientation with respect to the target protein and its
sequence (11).

To simplify and streamline this latter process, we devel-
oped PepComposer, a computational pipeline for the design
of protein-binding peptides that requires as input only the
target protein structure and an approximate definition of
the binding site.

As mentioned before, protein–peptide interactions often
adopt similar relative arrangements as those found between
interacting fragments of monomeric proteins (11). Indeed,
it has been shown that this is true in about 80% of known
protein–peptide interactions. Notably, the backbone simi-
larity is not influenced by the side chain similarity. We use
motifs found in monomeric proteins as backbone scaffolds.
This has a clear advantage with respect to pure de novo
methods since the identified backbone fragments are stereo
chemically plausible and already suitable for binding to a
protein region (11). After deriving a set of peptide back-
bones (scaffolds), we use a Monte Carlo procedure as im-
plemented in PyRosetta (22) to design a set of sequences
for the identified peptide scaffolds, and select the best ones
according to the predicted binding energy. The method is
fully automatic, available as a web server and can effectively
reproduce known protein peptide interactions.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Our approach, described in more detail in the following sec-
tions, consists in (i) defining the query region, i.e. the re-
gion of the input target protein containing the desired bind-
ing site; (ii) searching for regions structurally similar to the
query region in a non redundant database of experimen-
tally solved monomeric proteins; (iii) retrieving continuous
backbone fragments in contact with the query region and
merging them in the appropriate relative position with the
target protein and (iv) designing the peptide sequence using
repeated cycles of structure diversification and sequence de-
sign. These steps are described below.

(i) Define the query region: the query region can be de-
fined in two ways, i.e. by listing a specific set of residues
or by selecting a single residue res and a query region
radius r. In the latter case, all residues having at least
one atom within rÅ from any atom of res are included
in the query.

(ii) Identify regions structurally similar to the query re-
gion: a structure similarity search of the query region
as defined above is performed against a non-redundant
database of solved monomeric proteins (filtered at the
level of 70% sequence identity). We use Triangle Match
(23,24) with default parameters to select backbone re-

gions (hit regions) structurally similar to the query re-
gion in an amino acid sequence and order independent
fashion.

(iii) Retrieve the appropriate backbones: we retrieve back-
bone scaffolds by considering regions of the hit pro-
teins in contact with the hit region. This is achieved
analyzing contact graphs. Contacts are pre-calculated
for all proteins in our database using Almost Delaunay
tessellation (25) as implemented in the ADCGAL pro-
gram (26) and used to construct graphs using the Net-
workX package for Python (27). The conformations of
the top 2000 longer hit regions are analyzed further.
Fragments in contact with the hit regions (that we call
scaffolds) are retrieved. Those that do not have an ex-
tended conformation are excluded since regions with
helical or turn conformations in the native structure
are unlikely to preserve their conformation in isolation.
Extended backbone scaffolds are defined as the frag-
ments for which ne/(L - 2) ≥ 0.5 where ne is the num-
ber of residues that have � angles in the range −185◦ to
−35◦ and � angles in the range from 85◦ to 160◦ and L
is the length of the fragment defined as the number of
its residues. Regions shorter than four residues are not
considered.
The contact density (defined as the number of contacts
per residue) between the remaining potential scaffolds
and the corresponding hit region is used to re-sort the
list and retain the top 500 scaffolds (or more if there are
regions with the same contact density at position 500).
This is based on the assumptions that higher contact
density backbone scaffolds are more likely to support
sequences leading to high affinity binding peptides in
the subsequent sequence design step. Selected back-
bone scaffolds are then merged with the query protein
to build putative protein–peptide complexes on the ba-
sis of the superposition between the query and the hit
regions. The superposition is performed using Triangle
Match (23,24).

(iv) Sequence design: sequence design is performed us-
ing PyRosetta (22), a Python-based interface to the
Rosetta molecular modeling package (28) and the
Rosetta full atoms energy function with Talaris2013
energy term weights (29). The design consists of two
different stages, both including structure diversifica-
tion and sequence design.

First, a relaxation step is performed using PackRo-
tamersMover to allow changes in side chain rotamers of
both the protein and the peptide. Next, small rigid-body
movements of the peptide and small local flexible back-
bone moves of the protein–peptide complex structure are
performed using RigidBodyPerturbMover with translation
and rotation steps of 0.08 Å and 0.3◦ respectively followed
by five rounds of BackrubMover on the whole complex (22).
Energy minimization of the protein–peptide complex is per-
formed using MinMover DFP minimization with 0.01 Å
tolerance. Next, the amino acid sequence of the peptide
is optimized using a standard simulated annealing Monte
Carlo method, using the PackRotamersMover function,
where rotamers are changed in both the protein and the pep-
tide while amino acids are mutated only in the peptide. For
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every backbone scaffold, 10 different peptide sequences are
calculated and the resulting complexes scored and ranked
using FoldX (30). The 100 backbone scaffolds correspond-
ing to top protein peptide complexes in terms of lowest
FoldX binding energy are selected for the subsequent ex-
haustive sequence design step.

In the next stage of design, each peptide is subjected to
three iterations of backrub movements, energy minimiza-
tion and sequence design and 100 peptides are generated
from every backbone scaffold selected in the pre-design
stage. A further structure refinement step is performed on
the protein–peptide complex following the Rosetta Classic
Relax protocol (31). In this final step the backbone of the
protein is kept fixed and all residues within 20 Å from any
atoms of the query region are considered in the calculation.
Resulting models differing by more than 1Å in terms of
C� RMSD from the initial protein–peptide structure are
filtered out in order to avoid both significantly distorted
structures and peptide conformations that deviate too much
from the starting backbone scaffold. The remaining pep-
tides corresponding to the same backbone are grouped by
sequence identity using CLUSEQ (32) and each group is as-
signed the average FoldX binding energy of its members.

The parameters used in the pipeline described above have
been selected on the basis of their ability to retrieve pep-
tides similar in both structure and sequence to experimen-
tally known cases. A few selected examples of the results are
illustrated later; more are available in the ‘Example’ section
of the web server.

THE PEPCOMPOSER WEB SERVER

The procedure described above is implemented as an au-
tomatic pipeline and is freely available on the web at http:
//biocomputing.it/pepcomposer/webserver. The website in-
terface is built using standard HTML/CSS code. Respon-
sive layouts are implemented using the Bootstrap CSS
framework, JavaScript and JQuery. Back-end operations
are implemented in PHP, PERL and Python.

In the home page, the required input is a PDB protein
structure of the target protein and the definition of the re-
gion of interest. Once the PDB is uploaded, the structure of
the target protein is displayed in a Jsmol window. Upon in-
putting and confirming the query region, selected residues
and chain(s) are highlighted in the graphics window. Each
run requires on average 12 h (depending on the size of the
input), therefore users can retrieve their results via a pro-
vided Job Id, a link to a page that can be bookmarked or,
optionally, via email.

The result page (Figure 1) includes a table showing for
each backbone scaffold: (i) the peptide sequence with the
lowest FoldX energy (ii) the average FoldX binding energy
of the generated complexes for that backbone (iii) a se-
quence logo obtained using WebLogo (33); (iv) a radio but-
ton to display the list of peptides obtained from the same
backbone and the complex structure of the representative
one in the jsmol window (http://www.jmol.org/) (the repre-
sentative peptide is the one with the lowest energy from the
most populated group) and (v) a button to the download
the coordinates of the latter complex in PDB format. The
sequence logo is obtained using all sequences for that back-

bone. The list of peptides includes the number of times each
sequence has been obtained and the corresponding repre-
sentative peptide.

RESULTS

Validation of the method

PepComposer is meant to provide suggestions for peptides
putatively binding to a given region of a protein without us-
ing any information on the nature of the peptide. An exten-
sive validation of the method would require the synthesis of
several peptides, the experimental validation of their inter-
action with the target protein and the identification of the
binding site. It follows that classical metrics for evaluating
the method on established benchmarks cannot be applied
to our case (nor to design methods in general).

A possible strategy to validate the method is to use it on
sets of proteins for which the structure of their complex with
a binding peptide is known. We selected to use the test set
of 53 peptide–protein complexes described in (34) and used
by the authors to assess the performance of different dock-
ing methods. Although we are aware that if a designed pep-
tide does not match the native one, it can still be a possible
binder, the native peptide is certainly able to bind the pro-
tein and can therefore be used as a true positive for compar-
ison.

We report in Supplementary Table S1 the results of Pep-
Composer applied to this benchmark. They can also be
inspected form the web site under the tab ‘LEADS- PEP
Benchmark’. Although a docking method uses the knowl-
edge of the peptide sequence to be docked, while our
method only uses the target structure, in about 50% of the
cases (23 out of 53), the median backbone RMSD between
the designed peptide ranking first and the native one is 1.9
Å. The value decreases to 1.1 Å if the best out of the first 10
ranked peptides is considered, accounting for 25 cases out
of 53.

This compares rather favorably with the docking results
reported in (34), although this comparison has to be taken
with much care. While on one side we do not use the se-
quence of the docked peptide, which clearly puts us at a
disadvantage, on the other our designed peptides are usu-
ally shorter than the native ones (see Supplementary Ta-
ble S1) and therefore expected to have a higher probabil-
ity to achieve a lower RMSD. Furthermore in our case one
residue belonging to the binding site is used as input. Given
all these caveats, it is worth mentioning that, according to
the analysis performed in (34) only the Surflex method (see
Table 2 of (34)) retrieves near native peptides in 20 out of
the 53 tested cases (for all other methods the figure ranges
from 8 to 16) and, in the Surflex case, the median RMSD
achieved for the near native peptides is around 1.1 Å, and
4.8 Å if all docked peptides are considered.

In 5 out of the 53 cases, PepComposer did not find any
backbone scaffold satisfying the selected thresholds. The
remaining 23 cases include 16 peptides that assume a he-
lical or beta strand structure in the complex and that are
excluded from our design strategy as described above. In
these cases, however, it cannot be discounted that the de-
signed peptides mimic the interactions of the native peptide
in the context of different backbone geometries. Indeed, as
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Figure 1. Example of the output returned by the PepComposer web server.

shown in Supplementary Table S1, in 65% of cases (15 out
of 23) the designed peptides interact with at least a third of
the residues in contact with the native peptide and only in
two cases there is no overlap between the sites contacted by
the native peptide and by the best scoring designed one. On
average 44% of the residues involved in the known protein
binding site are contacted by the best scoring designed pep-
tides.

We believe that these data show that the accuracy of the
method is appropriate for the purpose it has been devel-
oped.

Below, we describe in detail a few biomedically relevant
examples of application of PepComposer. Further examples
of the results of PepComposer are available under the ‘Ex-
amples’ tab of the server.

Example 1: The FimG protein

The FimG protein belongs to the fimbrial protein family
and together with FimF and FimH plays a major role in
the fimbrial morphology, acting as longitudinal modulator.
A crystal structure (PDB ID: 3BFQ) of FimG from Es-
cherichia coli is available in complex with the donor strand
peptide DSF (sequence: ADSTITIRGYVRDNR) from its
FimF partner (35). We used this structure as input to Pep-
Composer after removing the peptide from the PDB file.
The query region was defined by selecting a single amino
acid approximately at the center of the binding region,
namely residue 25, and a query region radius of 10 Å.
The method produced many significant predictions, with
top ranked peptides displaying a near-native conforma-
tion (backbone RMSD < 1Å) compared to the N-terminal
portion of the native peptide. The complex including the
best peptide in the first cluster (sequence: KVVLIG, FoldX
binding energy −19.1 Kcal/mol) is shown in Figure 2. The
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Figure 2. PepComposer results for the FimG protein. The top of the fig-
ure shows the FimG target protein (PDB ID: 3BFQ) shown as a gray sur-
face with the query region highlighted, the native peptide (with the car-
bon atoms shown in violet) and the top ranked designed peptide (carbon
atoms in orange). The lower part shows the sequence logo of all the pep-
tide sequences obtained from the scaffold, the amino acid sequence of the
designed peptide ranking first (in orange) and of the native peptide (in vio-
let), the PDB code of the hit protein, the FoldX binding energy of the pre-
dicted complex and the region of the selected backbone scaffold retrieved
from the hit protein.

peptide superimposes to residues 3–8 of the native pep-
tide with an RMSD of 0.97Å. As it can be appreciated
from the sequence logo, several peptides obtained from the
same backbone scaffold, including the peptide with the low-
est predicted binding energy (−20.8 Kcal/mol, sequence:
KVILIA), show two conserved isoleucine residues in posi-
tions 3 and 5, the same amino acid side chains present in the
corresponding positions (5 and 7) of the native peptide.

Example 2: The HCV protease

The second example we discuss here concerns the Hepati-
tis C virus (HCV) NS3 protease. The enzyme is active as
non-covalent heterodimer consisting of a catalytic subunit
(the N-terminal of NS3) and an activating cofactor (NS4A),
in the presence of which the catalytic triad is in the char-
acteristic position expected for a chymotrypsin-like activity
(36). Several inhibitors/drugs have been developed against
the enzyme; nearly all of them derive from modifications of
the hexapeptide Asp-Asp-Ile-Val-Pro-Cys (DDIVPC) (37),
a potent competitive inhibitor derived from the N-terminal
cleavage product of HCV.

We used the structure of the protease solved in com-
plex with a peptide-like compound (PDB ID: 4K8B). We
selected residue F154, known as the main determinant of
NS3 substrate specificity (38,39) and a query region radius
of 5 Å. As it can be observed in Figure 3A and B, the
top ranked peptide (sequence PLVVVPA, FoldX binding
energy −12.75 kcal/mol) displays a similar binding mode
(backbone RMSD 1.3 Å) as that observed for the known
hexapeptide in complex with the protein (PDB ID: 4JMY).
Sequence similarity is apparent at the C-terminal, which is
known to contribute the most to the binding of DDIVPC
(37). Positions corresponding to P3 (Valine) and P2 (Pro-
line) in the native peptide show identical amino acids in the
designed one (residue positions are labeled according to the

nomenclature described in (40)). This is relevant, since these
two residues are responsible for the inhibition activity, as
shown by alanine and D-amino acid scanning respectively
(40). Several hydrogen bonds are present between the main
chain atoms of the peptide and of the protease (P1-NH and
Arg155, P3-NH, P3-carbonyl and Ala157, P5-carbonyl and
Cys159). The terminal carbonyl of P1-Alanine is within the
hydrogen-bond distance of the backbone of Gly137, Ser138
and Ser139 (the oxyanion hole). These interactions are con-
sistent with the typical pattern observed between peptide
ligands and serine protease active sites, commonly referred
to as the ‘canonical’ binding mode.

We also used the method in a more challenging case, i.e.
when the structure of the HCV NS3 protein is solved in its
apo state (PDB ID: 1DXP), i.e. in absence of binders or in-
hibitors. Also in this case the highest ranked peptide (se-
quence PDIEKPA) shows a similar binding pose with re-
spect to the native one (backbone RMSD 1.0 Å), and most
of the main chain interactions observed in the known com-
plex are preserved as well (Figure 3C). The important pro-
line in P2 is present in the designed sequence, while a Lysine
replaces the Valine in P3.

These results show that PepComposer is able to design a
peptide that closely resemble a known binder, and correctly
rank this and similar solutions among the top ones.

DISCUSSION

The identification of peptides able to bind to a given pro-
tein region is among the most common requests of cell and
molecular biologists to computational structural biologists.
Although in some cases this can be used as a starting point
for the development of non peptidic binders or even in-
hibitors, more often it is required to test hypotheses about
the effect of the inhibition of a native protein-protein inter-
action on a cellular process (2,10,41).

The use of peptide libraries is often the starting point for
the development of peptidic binders, however it is difficult
to target a specific region in such experiments (42,43).

The large amount of structural data nowadays available
can, in our view, be effectively used to at least provide a
starting point for library design and, in some cases, to di-
rectly synthesize a specific peptide.

When the aim is to interfere with an interaction and there
is information about the complex, the strategy usually con-
sists in analyzing the interacting region trying and identify-
ing a contiguous ‘peptide like’ region of the partner to be
used as starting point (7,11). When this information is not
available, the first hurdle is the selection of an appropriate
backbone likely to support a sequence able to bind to the
desired region. Next, one has to design the appropriate se-
quence and there exist very effective tools to this end (22).

Here, we tried to streamline the process by identifying one
or more plausible backbones to be used on the basis of pre-
vious observations (3) and to simplify the subsequent oper-
ations and the analysis of the results by implementing the
various steps as a single web server requiring minimal effort
from the user.

An extensive experimental verification of the method in
unknown cases would be desirable of course, but rather dif-
ficult to perform in a reasonable time frame. We hope that
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Figure 3. PepComposer results for the Hepatitis C virus NS3 protease. (A) The HCV NS3 target protein (PDB ID: 4K8B) in complex with a native peptide
(PDB ID: 4JMY) and with the designed peptide. The input structure of NS3 used here (PDB ID: 4K8B) has been solved in complex with a native-like
peptide. (B) Details of the superposition of the native and designed peptide shown in (A). (C) Superposition of a designed peptide obtained using the
structure of the NS3 protein in its apo state (PDB ID: 1DXP) superimposed to the native peptide found in complex with the protease in the 4JMY PDB
structure. The lower parts of the panels show the sequence logo of all the peptide sequences obtained from the scaffold, the amino acid sequence of the
designed peptide ranking first and of the native, the PDB code of the hit protein, the FoldX binding energy of the predicted complex and the region of the
selected backbone scaffold retrieved from the hit protein. The color code is the same as in Figure 2.

the availability of our server will foster such targeted exper-
iments. Here we decided to verify the correct operation of
the pipeline by trying and reconstructing known protein–
peptide interactions. We used a dataset including 53 protein
structures solved in complex with a peptide reported in (34)
and described in detail a few examples in this paper, while
more are available on the server web site. In general, either
no peptide is retrieved (about 10% of the cases tested so far)
or we find backbones that closely resemble the known ones.

We believe that the tool, given its easiness of use and the
clarity of the result representation, will be of help as a guide
for our experimental colleagues in designing single peptides
or peptide libraries.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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